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Challenge 2 

NAME: Solidary and sustainable Urban Logistic for Bilbao. 

Short description:  

E-commerce is generating new habits in which the immediacy of the purchase is gaining ground; fast, free delivery 

and returns causes terrible saturation of urban roads with a myriad of eminently polluting vehicles of all kinds that 

sometimes pass more than four times through the same points in the same day.  

We need to generate alternative solutions to blockage, restriction or limitation, through innovative and creative ideas 

in which all those involved and can participate. 

1. Detailed description of the problem 

Changes in mobility and in the needs to purchase products and services are changing people's habits. Cities have 

become less accessible due to increasing traffic, not to mention Covid19 mobility restrictions. 

E-commerce is adapting and anticipating these behaviors, generating new habits in which the immediacy of the 

purchase is gaining ground, supported by the free delivery offered, and even the free return of unwanted goods, it is 

not necessary to assess the purchase, just ask many items and return what you do not want, someone will bring it to us 

and will take it back.  

What we do not count is the terrible saturation of city streets with a myriad of eminently polluting vehicles of all kinds 

that sometimes pass more than four times by the same spots on one given day. Citizens obtain their satisfaction at the 

cost of a dissatisfaction that they may not be able to see at the moment, but that is already costing a high price to the 

city, of which they are part, and will soon do so to all of them through limitations, restrictions, and other effects on 

public space. 

This challenge aims to raise awareness of the problem, analyze its origins, contours and causes, its agents and affected 

parties, and with all this to generate alternative solutions to blockage, restriction or limitation, through innovative and 

creative ideas in which all those involved and affected can participate.  

Rationalization of means, sharing serving customers between logistic companies, logistic hubs in urban periphery, 

smaller electric vehicles for last mile logistics… 
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Bilbao wants to put special emphasis on those ideas that promote the electrification of the ubiquitous vans of the urban 

freight delivery fleets that are currently mostly combustion engines.  

It concerns: urban public space, roads, parking lots, loading / unloading areas, delivery vehicles, lockers, physical stores 

and buildings, logistics network, schedules, citizen habits, energy, energy load, ... 

The challenge 

Bilbao city needs better city logistics, not necessarily more means, and better management,… first step of solidary and 

sustainable Urban Logistics is reducing the necessity. 

Facing a collaborative process approach, starting with end users of e-commerce, citizens, and all the value chain. 

The solutions should consider the city and all stakeholders globally and for a better and more complete solution they 

should all interact and collaborate in the design of the solution. 

2. What do we expect as the outcome of the solution? 

A global plan to help this challenge being solved and the objective become a reality. 

An inclusive approach giving roles to the different players that can help, co-design and build. 

A description of the tools, products, technologies that might be used within the plan to be successful. 

To the possible extent the solution should be substantiated and backed by examples, data, experiences. 

 3. What is the scope for changes to the current systems? (software, hardware, etc.) 

Teams are free to utilize any technologies of their choice. 

Successful solutions could be further analysed and partially or totally implemented by the city of Bilbao. 

4. What data are participants allowed to use for the development of their solution? 

- Bilbao PMUS (plan de movilidad urbana sostenible – sustainable urban mobility plan) 

-  geolocated information including: 

o Public charging points for electric vehicles 

o Parking reservations for Loading and Unloading 

o Cycling network 

- Logistic operators data of deliveries grouped by postal codes in Bilbao, year 2018 

5. Evaluation process of the final solution 

Teams will be evaluated based on a final presentation on the following outputs: 

• The attractiveness of the plan and number of stakeholders involved 

• The concourse of sound and feasible technologies 

• The effect in behavioural change and virtuous habits of the planned solution. 


